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ABSTRACT

Channelization of the Greenwater River has resulted in a loss of habitat for Chinook
salmon, a species listed as threatened under the Endangered Species Act. In order to
restore habitat for fish and other aquatic organisms, a design was developed to restore
meanders to the original floodplain. The channel design process began at the watershed
scale, and progressed down to the scale of the stream channel. A twelve-step design
process was followed that considered the influence of watershed distu(bances on channel
forming processes. Trends in sediment yield were assessed using an existing landslide
inventory, and changes in channel pattern were identified using historic air photos. The
direction of adjustment in the channelized reach was assessed from five years of
measured cross-sections. The channel pattern was established using the natural range of
variability of meanders in the original channel. Air photos of the original channel were
used to develop relations between bankfull channel width and meander wavelength,
radius of curvature, and belt width. The dimensions of the channel cross section were
designed from the hydraulic geometry of reference streams. Channel capacity was
designed to pass the bank full flow determined from a survey of bank full indicators at a
USGS stream gauge. Shear stress calculations were used to estimate the channel depth
required to move the largest particle supplied to the project reach during bankfull flow.
Restoration of the amount, size, location, and position of large woody debris was
determined from the Literature, and surveys of reference streams. A revegetation plan
was proposed to restore future recruitment of large woody debris, and provide channel
roughness and bank cohesion during overbank flows. Finally, some objectives are
suggested for a future monitoring plan.
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INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Forest Service is in the planning phase of a project to restore meanders to
a channelized

reach of the Greenwater

River. The Greenwater

tributary to the White River, located in western Washington.

River is a fifth order
The river was straightened

in the 1970s by an accidental avulsion of the river onto a logging road. The river
diverted down the road bed and created a straight, entrenched channel about 0.4 mi. long.
The diversion cut off several large meander bends that had formerly provided habitat for
chinook salmon.

Interest in restoring the original channel has been raised since chinook

salmon were listed as threatened under the Endangered

Species Act in 1999.

The purpose of this paper is to present a design to restore meanders to the
Greenwater

River using reference reaches as a guide. Channel surveys and qualitative

data from watershed analysis are used to assess the channel forming processes affecting
channel stability.

Following the assessment, geomorphic

and hydrologic principles are

applied to a natural channel design that restores the physical function of the river.
Reference data from the original channel, adjacent reaches, neighboring

watersheds,

and

studies of natural streams are used to design the channel.

THE REFERENCE

REACH APPROACH

Restoring aquatic ecosystems

TO NATURAL CHANNEL

DESIGN

by mimicking the natural geometry of intact

reference streams is an increasingly common technique in river restoration
Gaboury

(Newbury and

1993, Hey 1994, Rosgen 1996). Reference reaches are river reaches that

represent the dynamically
equilibrium

stable channel form for a particular channel type. Dynamic

is the term used to describe channels that have adjusted towards an average

form where the capacity to transport water and sediment is in balance with the rates

2

supplied from the watershed (Leopold and Maddock 1953). The channel geometry
(width, depth, sinuosity, and slope) is continuously
sediment conditions due to natural disturbances

such as seasonal floods.

they are constantly changing, streams in equilibrium
disturbance and a dynamically
approach uses the dimensions
is as stable as possible.

adjusting to a range of flow and
Even though

return to their original shape after

stable form persists through time. The reference reach
of reference streams as a template to design a channel that

The reference reach can be located in the same watershed as the

restored reach, or in other watersheds that have a similar geology, channel type, and
climate.

Historical analysis of the reference reaches must be conducted to determine the

degree to which they have attained equilibrium.

The original stream has sometimes been

used as a reference to reconstruct the channel exactly as it was before it was straightened
(Brookes 1987). This technique is appropriate only if the factors affecting channel
stability (sediment load, discharge, and bank erodibility)

have not changed.

One of the primary objectives of the project is to restore the habitat needs for
chinook salmon such as pool frequency and spawning gravel.

However, the Northwest

Forest Plan requires that restoration projects on Forest Service land be designed to
promote the long-term integrity of the entire ecosystem rather than just a single species
(USDA 1994). Maximizing

habitat for fish may not be the same as restoring the biotic

structure and function of multiple species (National Research Council 1992). The
reference reach approach assumes that biological communities
stream channel is constructed
possible.

will be restored if the

to a shape that is as close to the equilibrium

state as

Biological function is strongly linked to the geomorphic surfaces formed by

flu vial processes such as channel erosion and sediment deposition (Gregory et al 1991 ).

3

The function and structure of biotic communities

may become established

with physical variables such as channel morphology,
temperature

colonizing organisms,
equilibrium.

stream flow, detritus loading, and

(Vannote et al. 1980). If the physical dimensions

be restored to a condition approaching

dynamic equilibrium,

then biological communities

of the stream channel can
and if there is a source of

should also approach a long term

An advantage to this approach is that many ecosystem

too complex to quantify may be restored.

in equilibrium

interactions

that are

By restoring a channel form that has been

shown to be stable over time, many of the habitat features to which biologic communities
have adapted may also be restored.

DESCRIPTION

OF THEW ATERSHED

AND PROJECT AREA

1

The Greenwater

River is a 75

mt

watershed located approximately

36 mi east from

Tacoma (Figure I). The elevation of the watershed ranges from 6700 ft. in the
headwaters

to 1680 ft. at the river mouth.

most of the winter precipitation

Average annual precipitation

is 94 in. with

falling as snow.

Most of the watershed is covered with a mesic temperate conifer forest dominated
by Douglas fir ( Pseudotsuga menziesii), western hem lock (Tsuga heterophylla), and
western red cedar (Thuja plicata).

Pacific silver fir (Abies amabilis) and mountain

hemlock (Trnga mertensiana) zones occur at the higher elevations

(Henderson

et al.

1992).
The Greenwater

River supports eight anadromous

and seven resident fish species.

Of these, spring chinook salmon (Oncorhynhus tshawytscha) and bull trout (Salvelinus

conjluenrus) are listed as threatened

under the Endangered

Species Act. The Greenwater
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historically served as one of the principal spawning areas for spring chinook in the White
River basin (Williams

1975). The watershed supported healthy salmon populations

earlier in the century but stocks have declined since the 1950s (USFS 1996). The spring
chinook population now has production

levels so low that permanent damage to the stock

is likely (WOFW 1992). Although severely degraded by past timber management,

the

Green water River has some of the best remaining habitat for these species in the entire
White River basin. Habitat in the lower reaches of the White River basin is in poor
condition due to commercial

and residential development,

agriculture,

hydropower,

and

flood control (USFS 1996).
Bedrock geology consists of volcanic rocks about 20 to 24 million years old
including andesite, basalt, tuff, and breccia (Frizzell et al. 1984). The Osceola mudflow
originated from Mt. Rainier about 5000 years ago and extends 7.8 mi. upstream from the
confluence with the White River (Crandell

1971 ). The project is located at the upper

extent of the mudflow where deep alluvium and lahar deposits form a low gradient valley
about .25 mi. wide (Scott 1995). Soils at the project site consist mostly of cobbles,
gravel, and sand. Soil types on the river terraces are a nutrient rich, dark sandy loam that
supports high timber productivity
Slide Creek and Twenty-eight

(Snyder 1972).
Mile Creek enter the Greenwater

of the project at river mile 7.0. These two tributaries
Greenwater

1

River from 52 mi. to 61 mi.

the Greenwater

2
•

River in the middle

increase the drainage area of the

The lower 600 ft. of Slide Creek flows across

River floodplain and through a section of the abandoned

An alluvial fan is formed where Twenty-eight
of the Greenwater

River.

river channel.

Mile Creek enters the low gradient valley

6

The U.S. Geological Survey operates a gauging station near the town of
Green water at river mi. 1.5 (Figure 1). Mean annual stream flow at the gauge was 211
3

ft. /s for the period from 19 I2 to 1996. The largest floods occur during rain-on-snow
events in the fall or early winter (USFS 1996). The largest recorded flood was 10,500
3

ft. /s in November 1977 (Figure 2). This flood had a recurrence interval of about 90
years (Figure 3, Table I) and caused widespread channel change throughout the
watershed. The second largest flood on record was 5,900 ft. 3/s in Februrary 1996 and
had a recurrence interval of about 40 years.
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Figure 2. Annual flood series at the Greenwater River stream gauge.
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Table l. Flood frequency at Green water River gauge# 12097500 and the project site
1912 to 1996 (log Pearson III).
Recurrence
interval (yrs.)

Gauge (ft. 3/s)

Lower project (ft. 3 /s)'
2

Area= 73.5 mi.

Area=61

2

mi.

Upper project (ft. 3/s)·
Area= 52 mi.2

1.01

494

410

351

1.05

586

486

416

1.11

669

555

475

1.25

803

666

570

2

1267

1052

900

5

2335

1938

1658

10

3439

2854

2442

20

4914

4079

3489

50

7650

6350

5432

100

10534

8743

7479

1050

871

743

1.6

(bankfull O from
surveyed indicators).
• Project site floods
transferred from peak
flow/mi. 2 at the gauge
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At least three terraces are present in the project area including a lower, middle, and
high terrace.

Air photos from 1979 show that the lower terrace is a series of flood

deposits (flood bars) of the extreme event in 1977. Alders have colonized the deposits
and the low terrace is now easily identified in the field by an even-aged stand of alders
approximately

6 inches in diameter.

The middle terrace is the original valley floor that

was clearcut and planted in the 1960s. Plantations of even-aged Douglas fir about 12
inches in diameter identify the middle terrace. The high terrace is present only at the
lower end of the project area and is identified in the field as a distinct terrace about eight
feet above the middle terrace.
Approximately

39% of the Greenwater

River watershed was clearcut between 1960

and the late 1980s. All the timber harvest was concentrated

in the lower two thirds of the

watershed because the upper third is protected in the Norse Peak Wilderness.

Road

density ranges from 3 to 8 mi. per square mi. Several miles of the riparian area along the
mainstem Greenwater

River and most major tributaries were clearcut.

No buffers were

left along the riverbanks and all downed trees in the channel were salvaged.

In some

locations, the river was used as a skid road.
At the project site, timber harvest and constriction

of the floodplain by roads

caused the river to migrate out of the natural channel and onto a logging road (Figure 4).
The diversion cut off several large river bends, shortened the channel length by 210 ft.,
and increased the gradient from 0.013 to 0.014.
has created a straight, channelized
further channelized

Where the river flows down the road, it

reach 0.4 mi. in length (Figure 5). The reach is

by riprap placed along the left bank to protect FS road #70 (located

parallel to the logging road in Figure 48).

The channel has downcut a gully that prevents

9

A.

C.

Figure 4. Aerial Photographs of the Greenwater River. A: 1956. B: 1970. C: 1993.
1: Slide Creek. 2: Twenty-eight Mile Creek. 3: Over flow channels cut off by road.
4: Road 70. 5: River diverted onto logging road. 6: Road 7020 bridge.

Reference
Reach

Road #70

\

Figure 5. Map of the project site and monitoring cross sections. All locations are
approximate and not to scale. See step 6 for an accurate channel survey.

.....
0

flood flows from inundating the floodplain.
the right bank causing accelerated

erosion.

deposited in the channel downstream

11
energy along

High stream flows concentrate

Sediment eroded from the streambanks

has

causing the river to widen and migrate across the

floodplain during high flows.
Fish habitat in the straightened

reach is in very poor condition.

There is only one

pool in 3084 ft. of stream (less than 3% of the total habitat) and only seven pieces of
woody debris>

24 in. in diameter.

Using state indices of fish habitat quality, a rating of

"good" would require the same reach to have at least 21 pools and a wood loading of 22
pieces (Wash. Forest Practices

1995). The channel lacks undercut banks, pools, or large

wood to provide cover from the predators.

There are few spawning areas because high

flows are contained within the incised channel and gravel is scoured from the streambed.
Because there are few low-velocity

resting areas for fish as they move upstream, high

stream velocities in the channelized

reach may be a barrier to fish migration.

Until recently, the Weyerhaeuser
diverted down the roadbed.

Corporation

owned the land where the river is

Past restoration efforts by the Forest Service have focused

on federally owned land upstream and downstream

from the diversion.

Beginning in the

early I 980s, log weirs were placed in the river to scour pools and trap spawning gravels.
Most of the structures placed upstream from the diversion have been successful.
the downstream

structures were either buried by sediment, or the river migrated across

the valley leaving the structures

in an abandoned channel.

projects has shown that restoration
destabilizing

Most of

with these past

of the lower reaches will not be successful until the

effect of the straightened

analysis conducted

Experience

river upstream has been corrected.

by the Forest Service in 1996 recommended

A watershed

moving the river off the

12

roadbed and reconstructing

the original channel (USFS 1996). Because the Forest

Service has recently gained ownership of the Weyerhaeuser

land through a land

exchange. restoration of the original channel using federal restoration funds is now
possible.

DESCRIPTION

OF THE REFERENCE

REACHES

A series of seven reference reaches were located throughout the Greenwater
watershed.

River

All of the reference reaches have a similar channel type as the project area,

i.e. all are unconfined, alluvial reaches with slopes less than 0.02. Five reaches are
located inside the Norse Peak Wilderness upstream from George Creek (Figure 6).
These reaches have experienced

the same flood history as the project site, but have not

been influenced by logging or road construction.
upstream and downstream

Two reference reaches are located

from the project site (Figure 5). These reaches have the same

history of clear cutting as the project reach, and are influenced by the same sediment and
flow regime, but they have not been affected by the channelization.
Another reference reach is located in the Chilliwack
north of the Greenwater

River, approximately

120 mi.

inside North Cascades National Park (Figure 6). The Chilliwack

is not an ideal reference because its watershed has a different geology and flood history
than the Greenwater.

However, the Chilliwack

area, channel confinement,

reference reach has a similar drainage

gradient, and bank material as the Greenwater

channel pattern and riparian condition of the Chilliwack

River. The

reference site are very similar to

those in air photos of the original channel at the project site (Figure 4a).

13
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METHODS
River channel restoration is a relatively new science and very few methods exist
for the design of natural river channels.

Several procedures have been proposed,

(Jackson and Van Haveren 1984, Newbury and Gaboury

1993, Hey 1994, and Rosgen

1996), but most of these lack an emphasis on watershed-scale
developed

processes.

A method

by Brookes and Shields ( 1996) was selected because it considers the innuence

of watershed scale disturbances

on channel-forming

processes.

This report is organized around the ten-step design method proposed by Brookes
and Shields ( 1996). Beginning at the watershed scale and progressing down to the scale
of the stream channel, each step evaluates a different design element.

Data collected at

reference reaches, an existing watershed analysis, and several supporting methods are
used to evaluate the steps. A disadvantage

to the Brookes and Shields method is that it

does not explicitly address the innuence of large woody debris or riparian vegetation.
Because these elements are important to channel stability, I have added two steps. The
resulting
l.

12 steps include:

Describe the physical aspects of the watershed and characterize

its hydrologic

response.
2. Considering

site constraints, select a preliminary

right of way for the restored channel

corridor and compute valley length and slope.
3.

Determine the approximate

bed material size distribution

4.

Select a design discharge.

5.

Predict the stable planform type.

6.

Determine meander geometry and channel alignment.

for the new channel.

15

7. Compute sinuosity, channel length, and slope.
8. Compute mean flow width and depth at design discharge.
9. Check channel stability and reiterate as needed.
10. Compute rime spacing and add detail to design.
11. Determine the amount, size, location, and position of large woody debris.
12. Evaluate the condition of riparian vegetation and prescribe treatments.

I collected all of the field data for this report in the performance

of my duties as

hydrologist for the White River Ranger District, 1992 to 200 I. The specific methods
used to collect and evaluate the data are described in each of the steps listed below.

STEP I. PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF THEW ATERSHED
AND HYDROLOGIC RESPONSE
The purpose of step I is to identify the geomorphic
channel response.

processes that influence river

The potential to restore the channelized

history and trajectory of channel adjustment.

reach is established

from the

The goal is to develop a restoration

strategy that addresses the causes of channel instability.

The scope of this step is limited

to answering three key questions:

I. If no restoration is attempted, will the river stabilize itself through natural adjustment
processes?
2. What is the trend in sediment yield from the watershed and how are stream channels
responding?
3. Has the potential to restore the original channel morphology
in the watershed's

sediment and flow regime?

been altered by changes

16

Adjustment trends in the project area have been measured at a series of cross
sections since 1995. Cross sections were surveyed at sites in the channelized reach, 1400
ft. downstream, and 1800 ft. upstream from the channelized reach (Figure 5). All of the
cross sections were measured using the standard surveying techniques described by
Harrelson, et al. ( 1994 ).
At cross section A, where there is no innuence from channelization, the river has
remained stable with only a slight change in the dimensions of the bed and banks (Figure
7). Over the same period, the channelized reach at cross section B has been unstable and
widened by over 17 ft. Downstream from the straightened reach at cross section C, the
channel is very unstable. At site C, the banks widened, the original channel filled with
sediment, and the river has migrated about one channel width to the right. Nearly all the
change occurred during a 40-year flood in 1996 (Figure 2). A I 0-year flood in 1999
widened cross sections A and B by less than 2 ft. Floods with recurrence intervals of 1.5
and 3 years in 1997 and 1998 had no measurable effect at any site.
To predict whether the project reach would stabilize itself through natural
adjustment processes, adjustment trends were compared with the channel evolution
model developed by Schumm et al ( 1988), and Simon ( 1989). According to the model, a
straightened river will adjust through a predicable sequence of six channel types that
develop consecutively through time (Figure 8). Following channelization, the river down
cuts to form a steep sided gully with increased bank heights and a lowered base level
(class [[!). When a critical bank height is exceeded, erosion undercuts the toe of the bank
and the channel widens (class IV). Erosion increases the channel capacity and larger
floods are contained in the channel without inundating the floodplain. Material slumped

17
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Figure 7. Channel adjustment in the Greenwater River. A: Upstream from the diversion;
B: At the straightened reach; C: Downstream from the straightened reach.
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Figure 8. The channel evolution model. From USDA 1998,
Simon 1989, and USACE 1990.

zone
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from bank deposit in the channel and aggradation

begins to raise the elevation of the bed

(class V). In the final stage (class YI), the channel has widened enough to form a new
floodplain at a lower elevation and the original floodplain is now a terrace.
no longer confined in an incised channel, dissipate over the floodplain.
floodplain allows development
power.

of a meandering

High flows,

The wide

pattern with a reduced slope and stream

At stage YI, the channel has adjusted back to an equilibrium

condition with a

relatively stable form.
The future form of the project reach can be predicted by identifying
along the evolutionary

sequence of channel types. Comparing

shows that cross section A corresponds

its position

Figure 7 with Figure 8

with model class I, cross section B with class IV,

and cross section C with class V. The model predicts that the channel at cross section B
will seek a new equilibrium
accommodate

by widening its banks through erosional processes.

To

channel widening, the river will have to erode through remnant terraces

located on the north side of the straightened

reach (Figure 4). The productive

soils on

the terraces and the Douglas fir plantations they support would be removed by erosion.
Since erosion is episodic, it is difficult to estimate how long the evolution to a stable
form might take. Based on erosion rates measured at the cross sections and in air photos,
the process of forming a new floodplain could take hundreds of years (Figure 9).
Because of the long period required for natural adjustment processes to stabilize
the straightened

reach, moving the river out of the incised reach and reestablishing

channel on the former floodplain is an appropriate
out of the entrenched

restoration strategy.

the

Moving the river

gully will reestablish a floodplain without progressing

through
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Figure 9. Evolution of the channel width and floodplain at cross section B. Widths
from 1956 to 2001 were measured from air photos and cross sections. Future widths
were predicted using the evolution model described in Figure 8, and the meander belt
width of the original channel.
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stages IV and V. The goal is to shorten the time required for the river to evolve towards
a more stable configuration

by designing the channel to resemble stage I or VI of the

channel evolution model.
A restoration strategy was considered
floodplain without first constructing

that would divert the river onto the

a channel.

In this option, the river would do the

work of scouring a new channel rather than designing a new channel.

This option was

rejected because much of the original channel was destroyed during the 1977 flood.
Long sections of the old channel have a braided pattern where the flood eroded the
terraces and widened the channel by over 200 feet. Where the original channel is still
intact, it does not have the capacity to pass bankfull flow because the channel is filled
with sediment deposits and has grown over with trees. Diverting the river without first
establishing

a channel would result in a highly unstable, braided pattern.

If large woody

debris is not restored (step 11), there is a high risk that the river would migrate into Slide
Creek and destroy valuable coho salmon habitat.
Key questions #2 and #3 ask if the potential to restore the original channel
morphology
Disturbances

has been altered by changes in the watershed's

sediment and flow regime.

in the upper watershed can alter the shape of down stream channels because

they are directly linked through processes of erosion, downstream

sediment transport,

and storage of sediment in the river channel (Sear 1996). Streams with erodible
boundaries

flow in self-formed

channels that adjust their dimensions

the imposed water discharge and sediment load (Knighton

so that they convey

1989). Dynamic equilibrium

is the term used to describe channels that have adjusted towards an average form where
the capacity to transport water and sediment is in balance with the rates supplied from the
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watershed (Leopold and Maddock I 953). The channel geometry (sinuosity, slope, width,
and depth) is continuously
natural disturbances

adjusting to a range of flow and sediment conditions due to

such as seasonal floods.

streams in equilibrium

Even though they are constantly changing,

return to their original shape after disturbance

and a dynamically

stable form persists through time.
The ability of streams to recover to their original stable form following
disturbance

may be limited.

If a threshold in sediment supply or transport is crossed, the

channel form can jump from one equilibrium

state to another (Schumm

threshold is exceeded an abrupt transformation
occur, typically from a meandering

1973). If a

of the channel pattern and slope will

to a braided pattern.

The channel may be unstable

for a long period as it adjusts towards a new dynamic equilibrium,

and the geometry of

the new equilibrium

River systems with

condition may be different from the original.

frequent, large disturbances
equilibrium

state. Threshold

are constantly in adjustment
exceedence

and disequilibria

and may never attain an
can be induced by natural

changes such as climate change or tectonic activity, or by human-caused
that increase sediment supply such as timber harvest or road construction.
for a river to be restored to a stable equilibrium
watershed conditions

disturbances
The potential

state is therefore dependent upon past

(Kondolf and Larson 1995, Sear 1994). Stream channel designs

need to assess how the shape of the river channel is responding
input, and where the system is in the adjustment
and the system is undergoing

process.

large scale adjustment

original channel may not be possible.

to changes in sediment

If a threshold has been crossed

and instability, restoration of the
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To determine the potential to restore dynamic stability in the project area, historic
data on sediment supply and channel response were compiled and assessed.
evidence that the sediment regime in the Grcenwater

There is

River watershed is recovering after

being altered by extensive timber harvest in the 1970s. In an analysis of landslides
conducted

by the Forest Service in 1998, the volume of sediment delivered to the

Greenwater
events.

River was estimated from historical air photos taken between major flood

Although the data are not easily compared because of differing flood magnitudes

and time between photos, there are some general trends. The volume of sediment
delivered to the river in the 1956 pre-management

condition was estimated at 75,000 m

3
•

1

Sediment volume increased to over 140,000 m following timber harvest and a 90 year
1

flood in 1977. The sediment input to the river decreased to 95,000 m following a 40year flood in 1996.
The decreased sediment volume in the 1996 flood appears to be due to reduced
management

of the watershed and restoration efforts to control sediment production from

roads. No timber harvest has occurred in the watershed since the late l 980s.
Approximately

11 mi. of unstable roads have been decommissioned,

other roads has been upgraded to prevent failures.

and the drainage on

About three mi. of FS road #70 was

rerouted around an area that had triggered landslides in the past. Because a majority of
the landslides were triggered at road fills or in clearcuts (69% ), future delivery of
sediment is likely to approach pre-management
managed as a late-successional
watershed.

levels. The entire drainage is now

reserve, and no new timber harvest is scheduled in the

Restoration efforts to control sediment sources at the watershed scale will

continue in the future.
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To determine how the geometry of the river channel has responded to changes in
the sediment yield from the watershed, trends in channel adjustment were evaluated
using historical air photos.

Qualitative changes in channel morphology

were compared

in photos taken in 1956, 1979, 1992 and 1997. Most of the alluvial reaches upstream
from the project were evaluated.
Pre-management

air photos from 1956 show that the project reach may have been

in a state of dynamic equilibrium
characterized

prior to development

of the watershed.

The river was

by a single channel, about 70 feet wide, with large stable meanders (Figure

4A). Old growth conifers grew along the edge of both banks.

Field inspection of stumps

on the floodplain indicates that these trees were about four feet in diameter and over
three hundred years old. The stream channel had to have been in the same location for at
least the life span of these trees. The river bed is not visible in the photos but a large
amount of woody debris was probably present in the channel.

Downed trees in the

channel and the roots of old growth conifers along the banks provided resistance to
stream flows and limited migration of the meanders.
the streambanks

Very few alders are present along

indicating that the banks had not been disturbed by erosion even though

the channel experienced
dynamic equilibrium

a 12-year flood in 1946. The channel appears to have been in

with the ability to pass large floods with only minor bank erosion

and migration of meanders.
Air photos taken in 1979 show that most of the alluvial reaches in the managed
portion of the watershed had a change in channel morphology

following the 1977 flood.

Between 1956 and 1979, there was a general change in channel pattern from meandering
to braided.

Meanders migrated, stream banks eroded, the channel widened, and large
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deposits of sediment formed in the channel and floodplain.
channel change probably was a combination

The primary cause of

of increased sediment supply from upslope

landslides. and removal of large wood in riparian clearcuts.

In the years prior to the I 977

flood, timber harvest had removed large woody debris from the stream channel, banks,
and floodplain (Figure 4B). Removal of wood reduced the resistance of the stream banks
and left them susceptible to accelerated erosion during floods.
landslides and accelerated

bank erosion was the likely source of the sediment deposits

that filled the channel and floodplain.

The large-scale adjustment

following the 1977 flood indicates that the Greenwater
of equilibrium

Sediment produced from

in channel morphology

River was highly unstable and out

with the sediment and flow produced from the watershed.

Photos from 1992 show that the morphology

of the non-channelized,

alluvial

reaches have recovered since the 1977 flood. The stream channel has narrowed and
some of the braided reaches adjusted back towards a more meandering

pattern.

The

sediment deposits from the 1977 flood were colonized by vegetation and 6-inch alders
now dominate the stream banks. The 1997 photos show that many reaches remained
stable during the 1996 flood. Other reaches migrated and widened, but at a much
reduced rate than in the 1977 flood. Continued channel migration is probably due to a
lack of woody debris in the channel, which has not recovered due to the young age of the
riparian vegetation.

The 1996 flood did not create large sediment deposits like those that

occurred during the 1977 flood. An exception is upstream from the project site at river
mi. 8.0 where landslide deposits from a road failure along Forest Service road #70
created a large bar in the channel.

This section of road #70 was decommissioned

in 1998
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and will not be a future source of sediment,

but the sediment stored in the channel will

continue to route through the project area.
The observed trends in sediment yield and channel adjustment

suggest that

restoring the original channel would greatly improve channel stability.
was reconstructed
reaches.

on the floodplain,

it would be at least as stable as the adjacent stream

The general trajectory of channel adjustment

in the non-channelized

appears to be back towards a single thread, meandering
meandering

If the channel

channel.

channel geometry would work with the adjustment

time required to reestablish a dynamically

stable channel.

reaches

Restoring the
trend and shorten the

The addition of large woody

debris (see step 12) would improve stability and allow equilibrium

conditions

to develop

in the future.
Because a large amount of sediment is still stored in the channel upstream, an
increased level of instability can be expected compared
channel.

The configuration

to the original, pre-disturbance

of a stream channel can be altered by sediment waves

moving through the river system years after a landslide event (Madej and Ozake 1996).
To account for this, the restoration design should allow for an increased level of
dynamism

when compared

to the original, pre-disturbance

structures that hold the channel into a fixed configuration
channel is reconstructed,

channel morphology.

Static

should not be used. Once the

continued changes in the width/depth

ratio and sinuosity can be

expected while the sediment stored in the channel is routed through the restored reach.
The design should allow the river access to depositional
high flows. The restoration

areas on the floodplain during

goal should be to design a channel that advances the
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adjustment process as far as possible under the current watershed conditions, and then
allows the natural adjustment processes to finish the job over the long run.

STEP 2.

CONSIDERING SITE CONSTRAINTS, SELECT A PRELIMINARY
RIGHT OF WAY FOR THE RESTORED CHANNEL CORRIDOR.

Protecting a right-of-way
because developments
stream.

for the restored stream corridor is an important step,

located in the floodplain may interfere with the function of the

In the Greenwater

of the primary mechanisms

River, constriction
that channelized

of the river and floodplain by roads is one
the river.

Bridge footings on road #7020

constricted the channel, causing increased stream velocities and bank erosion during
floods (Figure 4). Accelerated

bank erosion below the bridge caused the river to migrate

and divert onto a logging road. Upstream from the bridge, Forest Service road #70
blocked the entrance to overflow channels and prevented high stream flows from
inundating the floodplain (Figure 5).
Fortunately,

the right-of-way

for the Greenwater

River was secured after the 1996

flood when the Forest Service relocated road #70 outside of the river corridor.

Road fill

was excavated from the entrance to the side channels, but the abandoned road still blocks
flow from inundating the floodplain.

The bridge on road #7020 was decommissioned

in

1998 and the bridge footings were excavated to restore the natural shape of the stream
banks. If the fill is removed from the old alignment of road #70, the entire valley width
will be available to accommodate
5).

the increased dynamism of the river channel (Figure
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STEP 3. DETERMINE THE APPROXIMATE BED MATERIAL SIZE
DISTRIBUTION FOR THE NEW CHANNEL.
An estimate of the particle size distribution in the restored channel is required to
compute channel roughness and to check the stability of the final design (step 9).
Because of the high bed load in the Greenwater River, it is assumed that the
reconstructed channel will quickly form an armour layer and bed particle size distribution
similar to that in adjacent reaches.
To characterize the bed material, streambed particles were measured in reference
reaches located 1400 ft. downstream and 1800 ft. upstream from the channelized reach
(Figure 5). The sampled reaches were located far enough away from the project reach to
avoid any influence of channelization.

Surface stream bed particles were sampled using

the Wolman pebble count technique (Wolman 1954). Subsurface particles were sampled
on point bars with an open-bottomed, 5 gal. bucket using the procedure described by
Ros gen ( I996). The median surface particle size is 89 mm in the upper reach and 110
mm in the lower reach (Figure 10). The Greenwater River has a well-defined armour
layer with a median subsurface particle size less than half that of the surface.

STEP 4. SELECT A DESIGN DISCHARGE
The design discharge is the stream flow that a constructed channel is designed to
convey. In restoration, the goal is to determine a design flow similar to the capacity of
naturally formed channels (Brookes and Shields 1996). The flow capacity of a natural
channel adjusts to accommodate the flow that cumulatively transports the largest amount
of sediment over time (Wolman and Miller 1960). Natural stream channels experience a
range of discharges and are constantly adjusting their dimensions by eroding or
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Figure 10. Surface and subsurface streambed particles in the
upper (A) and lower (B) reaches.

1,000

depositing

sediment.

The channel-forming

is a single flow that would theoretically
as the natural range of discharges

discharge,

maintain the same average channel dimensions

(Knighton

1998).

The effective discharge can be calculated
flow by the sediment load transported
transported
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also called the effective discharge,

by multiplying

the frequency of a given

at that flow. The flow with the greatest total load

over time is the effective discharge.

Calculation

of effective discharge

requires flow data from a stream gauge and a sediment rating curve.

A disadvantage

to

sizing channels using this method is that bed load data are not available for most streams
so the sediment rating curve is often computed

using a sediment transport equation.

Sediment transport equations are unreliable and can over or under estimate actual loads
by a factor of IO or more (Chang 1988, Gomez and Church

1989). Considering

in the computed sediment load, the resulting range of possible discharges

the error

and channel

sizes is so large as to be of little practical use in channel design.
Effective discharge is often estimated
channel at reference reaches.

by measuring

the capacity of the bankfull

This method assumes that the channel has adjusted to a

flow that just fills the channel to the elevation of the floodplain
banks.

In stable alluvial channels,

discharge (Andrews and Nankervis

without overtopping

bankfull discharge corresponds

well with effective

1995). Bankfull stage can be identified in the field

from indicators such as the elevation of a low and consistent depositional
height of perennial vegetation,
Leopold

the

surface, the

or the highest surface of the channel bars (Wolman and

1957). The capacity of the bankfull channel can then be calculated

resistance formulas such as the Manning's
are prone to large errors due to subjectivity

equation.

Discharges

in estimating

calculated

bed roughness.

using
in this way

Bankfull
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discharge can be estimated more accurately at a stream gauge where field indicators can

be calibrated to measured stream flows (Dune and Leopold 1978). The average
recurrence interval of bankfull discharge is 1.5 years (Leopold 1964), but can vary from
I to 10 years (US Army Corps of Eng. 1994). The use of bankfull indicators is limited to
streams that have adjustable banks and have developed some degree of dynamic
equilibrium.

Bankfull indicators may not be present where large floods have eroded and

enlarged the channel.

If a channel is rapidly incising, the top of the bank will be too high

and may represent an elevation that is no longer related to effective discharge.

In this

case, the elevation of the active floodplain can easily be confused with a low terrace.
To determine the design flow for the Greenwater
bankfull channel was estimated at a U.S. Geological
located 6 mi. downstream

River, the flow capacity of the

Survey (USGS) stream gauge

from the project site. The stream banks near the gauge appear

to be stable with no indication of channel incision or widening since the 1977 flood. The
indicators of bankfull stage were surveyed at the gauge using the methods described by
Harrelson et al. ( 1994), and Dunne and Leopold (1978).
The indicators that were found to be associated with bankfull stage include the
base of alders at the edge of the lower terrace, and a change in particle size from scoured
cobbles to sand (Figure 11). The lower terrace was formed during the 1977 flood and is
present throughout

the watershed.

The terrace was colonized by alders shortly after the

flood and is easily identified by a distinct, even-aged stand of alders with diameters of
about 6 in. The elevations of the bankfull indicators were surveyed above and below the
stream gauge and a best-fit line projected through the gauge (Figure 12). The gauge
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Figure 11. Bankfull indicators at Green water River gauge# I 20997500. The 1.6 year
flood corresponds with a river stage near the base of the alders.
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height where the best-fit line intersects the stream gauge was read directly from the
gauge plate.
The stream discharge corresponding
determined

with the height of the bankfull indicators was

from the USGS rating curve for the gauge (Figure I 3). The rating curve
3

shows that bankfull now is 1050 ft. /s. Discharge notes taken by U.S. Geological Survey
during a nood in 1994 confirm that the channel is just filled at 1050 ft. 3/s. A sketch in
the notes clearly shows that the floodplain was inundated at I 130 ft. 3/s (Figure 14).
3

A bankfull flow of 1050 ft. /s has a recurrence interval of about 1.6 years, as
determined

from the log-Pearson

m annual

flood frequency curve (Figure 3). A

recurrence interval of 1.6 years is close to the average interval of 1.5 years predicted by
Leopold ( 1964). The bankfull flow at the project site was estimated by transferring the
flood peaks per unit area (Table I). Two flows are listed for the project site because the
drainage area increases where Twenty-eight

Mile Creek enters the lower project. The

design flow at the project site equals a bankfull flow of 871 ft. 3/s in the lower reach, and
3

743 ft. /s in the upper reach.

STEP 5. PREDICT THE STABLE PLANFORM

TYPE.

As discussed in step l, the channel pattern of the Greenwater
back towards its original meandering

River is adjusting

form. If channel adjustment continues on the

current trajectory, the eventual stable plan form will have a single channel with large
meander bends. Maintenance

of a stable pattern depends on woody debris loading

(Keller and Swanson 1979, Lisle 1986), the amount sediment and flow (Schumm
and inundation of the floodplain.

1977),
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The original channel pattern had a slightly anastamosing

character with large side

channels branching off the main channel (Figure 5). Field inspection shows that the side
channels were dry during low flow but were inundated at bankfull stage. The overflow
channels helped to maintain channel stability by dispersing
floor and by relieving erosive stress in the main channel.

flood flows across the valley
Restoring the function of the

overflow channels is a key objective of the restoration design.
Meandering

is likely to be the most stable channel pattern in the project area,

because wood loading will be restored and the amount of sediment delivered to the river
is declining.

The most stable channel pattern is expected to have a meandering

channel, anastomosing

STEP 6. DETERMINE

main

floodplain channels, and large jams of woody debris.

MEANDER

GEOMETRY

AND CHANNEL

ALIGNMENT.

The design and layout of meanders can have a large influence on channel stability
and aquatic habitat.

Meander geometry is one of the inter-related

maintain a dynamic equilibrium
sediment discharge (Schumm

between channel morphology,

variables that adjust to

stream flow, and

1985). Compared with a straight channel, a meandering

stream has a longer channel length with a lower gradient, lower stream velocity, and
reduced sediment transport capacity.

Meanders increase the channel's

and affect channel stability by dissipating

resistance to flow

stream energy (Leopold et al. 1964). The

shape of meanders is related to the pool-riffle sequence with pools tending to form on the
outside of bends, and riffles along the straight sections.
Several methods have been used to predict the dimensions

of river meanders.

Leopold et al. ( 1964), Hey ( 1976), and Williams ( 1986) present equations relating
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channel width or bankfull discharge to meander features such as wavelength,
curvature, and amplitude.

The equations were developed

rivers in specific regions and may not be appropriate

radius of

from measurements

in other geographic

of stable

areas.

Even

when used in the correct regions the equations have errors of -40% to +75%.
Another method uses the original stream as a reference to reconstruct the channel
exactly as it was before it was straightened

(Brookes

1987). This technique is

appropriate only if the factors affecting channel stability (sediment load, discharge, and
bank erodibility)

have not changed.

Shields ( I 996) recommends

that designs using this

method should be checked to determine if they could pass the current bankfull flow and
sediment load. A variation of this technique is to use a reference reach from an
undisturbed

stream that has a stable meander pattern (Newbury

1993).

In the method used by Hey (1994), river meanders are designed by first calculating
the channel slope required to carry the sediment load and design flow. Then the channel
length required to maintain the channel slope is calculated.
that the meander arc lengths equal 4 to 9 channel widths.
technique is that the sediment load must be estimated
function.

Equations

for calculating

Meanders are designed so
A disadvantage

to this

using a sediment transport

sediment transport are highly unreliable unless

calibrated with field data (US Army Corps of Eng. 1994, Gomez and Church 1989). In
practice, channel design is an iterative process and can begin with either slope or
meander geometry (USDA 1998).
The meander bends of the new alignment of the Greenwater
from equations developed

from the original, pre-management

River were designed

channel.

Measurements

taken from the 1956 air photos were used to develop relations between bankfull channel
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width to meander wavelength,

radius of curvature, and belt width (Table 2). The

meander relations from the Greenwater
predicted by Williams (1986).

River were then compared

with the values

The meander length and radius predicted by Williams

( 1986) are within the range measured in the Greenwater

River, but the predicted belt

width is much larger than the measured belt width. The Williams equation may over
estimate belt width, because the Greenwater

River valley is slightly constrained

jams, rock outcrops, and an alluvial fan at the mouth of Twenty-eight

by debris

Mile Creek.

The

dimensions of the project design are not identical to the 1956 channel, but are within the
natural range of variability of the original meanders.
There is a risk that the meander relations based on the original channel (Table 2)
may not be appropriate,

because the sediment and flow regime in the current channel

may have been altered by past management

(see step I). Some uncertainty must be

accepted, because current knowledge of channel response to altered sediment loads does
not allow a precise prediction

of the new channel dimensions.

Schumm ( 1977)

developed qualitative equations to predict the direction of change in the dependent
variables of meander wavelength,

channel slope, width, depth, and sinuosity, but these

equations are not adequate to predict channel dimensions.
cannot be predicted deterministically,
different combinations

The exact channel response

because the dependent

variables adjust in many

and at different time scales (Maddock

1970). As recommended

by Shields (1996), the bankfull channel widths used with the meander relationships

were

adjusted in step 8 and 9 to pass the bankfull flow and sediment size produced under the
current watershed conditions.
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Table 2. Reference Criteria.
Parameter

Greenwater

Greenwater

Chilliwack

Other

Project

River

River

River

. References

Design

Project Area

Reference

Reference

(Values calculated for)
Greenwater Reference)

1956 Air Photo:
Mean (Range) Mean (Range)

Mean (Range)

Mean (Range)

Pattern:
Meander Length/ Channel Width

13.0 (11 - 15.1)

Radius / Channel Width

2.9 (2.3 - 4.2)

Belt Width/ Channel Width

4.0 (2.8-5.1)

Sinuosity

1.25

Arc Angle (deg.)

71 (39 - 98)

Angle of deviation from the

41 (21 - 54)

•
•

12.9 (11.8 - 14.9)

•
•
•

12.5 (Williams, 1986)12.5(11.7 - 13.6)

2.2 (1.5 - 3.2)

2.5 (Williams, 1986)

2.7 (2.3 - 3.0)

3.3

7 .2 (Williams, 1986)

4.1 (3.2-5.1)

1.50

1.20

55 (35 - 81)

•

36 (20 - 47)

downstream direction. (deg.)
Profile:
Riffle Slope/ Bankfull Slope

1.7 (1.5 - 1.9)

Channel Widths / Pool

9.3

2.2

3.0 (2.0 - 4.3)
2.0

2 - 4 (Montgomery 1995)

2-4

3.1 (NMFS 1996)
< 2.0 (Wash. DOE 1995)

Bankfull Cross Sectional Dimensions:
Riffle Width/ Mean Riffle Depth

27 (24- 31)

33 (28 - 37)

Riffle Width/ Max.. Riffle Depth

18(15-24)

20 (17-27)

Pool Width/ Riffle Width

.65 (.67 - .63)

Pool Width/ Mean Pool Depth

15 (13-17)
2.4 (2.2 - 2.5)

Max. Pool Depth/ Mean Riffle Depth
Pool Area/ Riffle Area
Floodprone Width/ Channel Width

3.2

.8 (.8 - .9)

1.8
3.3

18(16-20)

Bank Slope(%)

34 (32 - 36)

30

.88 (Richards, 1976)

0.82 - 0.84

1.8 (Apmann, 1972)

2.0 - 3.2

21
15

25(15-41)

2.2 (1.4 - 3.2)

Slope of Pt. Bar(%)
(unvegetated)

1.2 (1.67 - .88)

29 (Ros gen. 1996)

1.3

> 2.2 (Rosgen, 1996)

1.6 - 4.9
16

12 (08 - 15)

32- 34

Baseflow Cross Section (riffles only):
.6 (.3 - .9)

.5 (.2 - .7)

0.5

Max..Baseflow Depth / Bankfull Depth

.4 (.38 - .42)

.4 (.3 - .5)

0.4

Baseflow Area / Bankfull Area

.I (.06 - .13)

.15 {.I - .3)

0.1

0.03

1.0

Baseflow Width/ Bankfu1IWidth

Large Woody Debris:
Pieces I Channel Width > .6 m x 15 m

I.I (NMFS I 996)

I.I

> .5 (Wash. DOE 1995)
Pieces I Channel Width > 10 cm x 2 m

0.1

1.6

4

> 2.0 (Wash. DOE 1995)

1.6

Reach Characteristics:
n (riffles)

0

3

n (pools)

0

2

3

Bankfull Channel Slope(%)

1.3

1.3

0.3

110
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D50 Bed Swiace Material (mm)
Drainage Area (mi.2)
Mean Annual Precipitation (inches)

51

52- 61

69

94

94

116

• Reference reaches in the Greenwater River are too short to measure pattern

1.3
52-61
94
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Restoring the meanders in the Greenwater
existed prior to management

River to the exact configuration

that

is not desirable, because the floodplain has features that can

enhance fish habitat if the original alignment is altered.

The mouth of Slide Creek has

valuable habitat for coho salmon and an altered alignment could minimize the length of
creek occupied by the river.

Bedrock outcrops are located along the margins of the

floodplain and are ideal locations for meander bends because of the deep pools they
create.

Routing the new alignment through islands of large alder and cottonwood

can provide bank protection and shading over the stream.

trees

Old oxbows and channel

braids can provide side channels for off channel salmon rearing and overflow channels
during floods.

In order take advantage of these features, the meander geometry was

modified from the original channel alignment.
The new channel alignment of the Greenwater

River follows much of the same

course as the original 1956 channel, but it is not identical (Figures 15a to 15d). Terraces
that constrict the valley at the upstream and downstream
channel location.
wavelengths

ends of the project limit the

There are only a few possible alignments

because the meander

must fit between the terraces.

Overflow channels were located on the ground and from enlargements

of air photos

(Figure 4). All but two of the overflow channels are intact and can be reopened with a
small amount of excavation

at the inlets. The elevation of the inlets will be set at or

slightly below bankfull stage.

All of the road fill blocking the upper side channels will

be removed from the floodplain (Figure I Sc) and placed in the incised reach (Figure
15b). The incised reach will be filled to the elevation of the middle terrace.

The purpose

of removing the road fill is to allow flood flows to disperse across the valley floor and
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inundate approximately

10 acres of floodplain wetlands.

Dispersal of flood water over

the floodplain may help to attenuate flood peaks and reduce bank erosion in the
reconstructed

meanders downstream.

The large meander cutoff below station 4100 ft.

will be only partially filled so that a large backwater and wetland can form at the lower
end (Figure 15a).

STEP 7. COMPUTE SINUOSfTY, CHANNEL LENGTH, AND SLOPE.
The channel alignment established
length, and slope of the new channel.
have been established,

S

=SJ K

where

by:

S = channel slope
Sv= valley slope
K

C

the channel sinuosity,

Once the channel alignment and meander pattern

the channel slope can be calculated

and

K=L/L

in step 6 determines

= sinuosity

Le = channel length
LV= valley length

V

In the Greenwater

River, the channel length and slope were measured by surveying

the elevation of the longitudinal

profile through the new channel alignment (Figure 16).

The diversion shows as a steep rise in elevation where the new alignment leaves the
existing channel at station 2700 ft. The stream channel is incised upstream from the
diversion between stations 900 ft. and 2700 ft.
To measure the slope of the bankfull channel, the survey was extended upstream
and downstream

to include reference reaches unaffected

by channelization.

The water

slope at bankfull stage was estimated by regressing channel distance with the elevation of
bankfu 11indicators in the reference reaches (Figure 16).
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The elevation of bankfull stage at any station along the new channel can be
estimated from:
Enr= 2096.9 + X (-.0131)

where

X = station (ft.)
Ehr= bankfull elevation (ft.)

The regression line is especially useful between stations 2350 ft. and 3400 ft. where the
1977 flood destroyed the original channel banks and terraces (Figures 15b and 15c).
To determine if the bankfull stage predicted by the regression line would inundate
the floodplain, the bankfull elevation was compared with the elevation of the terraces.
The elevations predicted by the regression line appear to be a reasonable estimate of
bankfull stage. The slope of the terraces is roughly parallel to the estimated slope of the
bankfull channel, and most of the terrace is not inundated at bankfull stage (Figure 17).

STEP 8.

COMPUTE MEAN FLOW WlDTH AND DEPTH AT DESIGN
DISCHARGE.

The purpose of step 8 is to determine the cross-sectional

dimensions that can be

maintained by the bankfull flow calculated in step 4. The width and depth developed in
this step are preliminary channel dimensions that are adjusted in step 9.
The width and depth of the new channel were designed using hydraulic geometry
relationships.

Hydraulic geometry is a method that uses the dimensions of reference

reaches to predict the dimensions of disturbed reaches (Newbury

1994, Hey 1994,

Shields 1996, Rosgen 1996, Schumm 1988). The hydraulic geometry relationship

is

established by surveying the bankfull width and depth at stable reaches and plotting them
as a power function of bankfull discharge.

Because discharge increases downstream

drainage area, drainage area can be substituted for discharge (Knighton

1998).

with
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The reliability of hydraulic geometry curves depends on accurate and consistent
identification

of bankfull stage in the field. As discussed in step 4, the indicators used to

identify bankfull stage and the associated flow recurrence
gauging station.

interval were measured at the

The hydraulic geometry survey only includes data from stable reaches

that have bankfull indicators present.

Bankfull indicators may be absent in reaches

where the channel has been modified or is actively eroding.

Bankfull discharge and

drainage area are the only variables in most hydraulic geometry relations and other
channel forming factors such as sediment load and bank erodibility are not considered.
However, hydraulic geometry relations can reflect the effect of sediment load if they are
developed for a single watershed and include data from reaches with a similar sediment
regime as the project reach (US Army Corps of Eng. 1994). Hydraulic geometry can
also reflect the effect of bank erodibility if the relations are grouped by channel type
(Rosgen 1996). A limitation to hydraulic geometry curves is that they only describe the
channel dimensions

at bankfull flow. The channel depth at flows lower than bankfull

may be important to fish passage.

Flows greater than bankfull are designed to inundate

the floodplain.
Hydraulic geometry curves for the Greenwater

River watershed were developed by

surveying seven reference reaches (Figure 6). In each reach, two to five cross sections
were surveyed at riffles located at meander inflection points.

Only one cross section was

measured in the reach upstream from the project because the reach is very short and
quickly changes channel type farther upstream.

The slope, width, depth, cross sectional

area, and drainage area were measured at each cross section (Table 3, Figure 18). All
surveys followed the methods described by Harrelson et al. (1994).

Hydraulic geometry
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Table 3. Survey data for Greenwater River reference reaches. Bankfull flow and
velocity are estimated (Jarrett, 1984).

Location

Drainage
Ave.
Slope
Width (ft.) Cross Sec. Velocity
Ai-ea(sq.mi.)
Depth (ft.)
Area (sq.ft.) (fl/sec)

Maggie Ck. above trail #1186.
Tl 8N RllE sec 11
X-sec. #1
X-sec. #2
X-sec. #3
X-sec. #4
X-sec. #5
Average
.5 mi. below Hidden Lk.
Tl 8N RllE sec 29
X-sec. #1
X-sec. #2
width meas. only
width meas. only
Average
Above Lost Ck. T18N RllE sec 5
X-sec. #1
X-sec. #2
width meas. only
width meas. only
width meas. only
Average
Below Lost Ck. T18NR11E sec 5
X-sec. #3
X-sec. #4
X-sec. #5
X-sec. #6 (pool)
Average (- pool)

0.9

5.6

0.4
1.0
0.4
1.2
1.0
0.8

11.2
16.3
15.8
10.5

1
0.9

4.5
16.1
6.0
12.6
9.0
9.6

1.1

4.8

2.2
0.9
2.4
2.0
1.7

35.1
5.7
29.7
18.5

21.2
31.5
59.5
27.5
34.9

21.2
29.3

2.3
2.1

47.8
63

25.3

2.2

36.9
59.7
43
55
61
51.1

44.8
76.8

117
146.2
68.8

3.4
3.7
3.7

1.7

64.1
69.7
57.9
29.6
63.9

111

3.6

0.0341
0.0276

2.4
2.2
2.3

72.9
49.5
61.2

177
116
146.5

4.6
4.8

0.0179
0.0179

3.0
2.4

50
75

151
176

6.8

0.013
0.013
0.013

3.4
2.6
2.9
2.75

43
66
70
68

144
169
199
184

6.5
7.1
6.8

0.0236
0.0211

0.95

1.2

19

1.3

1.25

25

.25 mi. above George Ck.
Tl 9N RI IE NW 1/4 sec.31
X-sec. #1
X-sec. #2
Average

30

Above project Tl 9N RlOE sec. 21
X-sec. at Station 720 (pool)
X-sec. at Station 825

52

Below project. Tl9N RI0E sec. 21
X-sec. at Station 5320 (pool)
X-sec. at Station 5425
X-sec. at Station 5520
Average (- pool)

0.0176
0.0176
0.0097
0.013
0.013

61

Flow
(cfs)

0.0073
0.0073
0.004

1.8
2.1
1.2

8.8

12.5

60.8

5

395
537
260

885
514

52
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curves were developed by regressing drainage area to the riffle width, mean depth, and
cross section area (Figure 19).
The curves predict that the upper reach of the project area should have a channel
width of 77 ft., a mean depth of 2.3 ft, and a cross section area of 167 sq. ft. (Figure 19).
The lower reach is predicted to have a channel width of 83 ft., a mean depth of 2.4 ft,
and a cross section area of 188 sq. ft.
A limitation to the hydraulic geometry curves in Figure 19 is that they only
describe the channel cross section at riffles. The channel design also requires that the
dimensions of pools and glides be specified.

To quantify pool features, the bankfull

geometry of pools was surveyed in two reaches located upstream and downstream from
the project site (Table 3, Figure 18). Because the reference reaches only have two pools,
regression analysis of pool features could not be performed.

[nstead, the pool parameters

are converted into ratios of the riffle value using the method described by Rosgen (1998).
The ratios from the Greenwater

River were compared with values predicted from the

literature, and data from a reference reach surveyed in the Chilliwack River (Table 2).
Pools in the project are designed to be within the natural range of the reference reaches
and the literature.

STEP 9. CHECK CHANNEL

STABlUTY

AND RElTERATE

AS NEEDED.

To check the stability of channel designs, shear stress calculations have been used
to determine if the new stream will erode its bed (Newbury and Gaboury 1993, Hey
1994). Stability is determined by comparing the shear stress exerted by flowing water on
the bed of the channel with a critical shear stress required to initiate movement of bed
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particles.

If the shear stress in the designed channel is less than that required to entrain

the particles on the stream bed, the particles will not move and the channel will be stable
(Newbury and Gaboury

1993). However, stream channels designed to accommodate

bankfull flow must move bed material to remain stable.

As described in step 4, the

capacity of the bankfull channel adjusts to accommodate

the flow that cumulatively

transports the largest amount of sediment over time (Wolman and Miller I 960).
Dynamic stability occurs when the amount of sediment transported from the reach equals
the supply of delivered from upstream.
Shear stress calculations

have also been used to assure that channel designs can

entrain bed particles at bankfull flow (Jackson and Van Haveren 1984, Rosgen 1996,
USDA Soil Conservation

Service 1977). The depth of the channel is adjusted so that the

shear stress exerted on the streambed is equal to the critical shear stress required to
initiate movement of the largest bed particle delivered to the reach at bankfull stage.
Bedload transport data are not available for most streams, so the particle sizes moved at
bank full are often estimated rather than measured.
used the d15 of the surface particle distribution

Jackson and Van Haveren ( 1984)

to represent the largest bed particle moved

at bankfull stage. Rosgen ( 1996) identified a relationship

between the size distribution

bedload measured at bankfull stage, and the size distribution
material on point bars. Rosgen found that the size distribution

of

of the subsurface bed
of bed load at bankfull

stage equals the subsurface distribution sampled on the downstream

side point bars, half

way between bankfull stage and the channel thalweg.
To check the stability of the Greenwater

River, the channel depth required to

entrain the particles delivered to the project during bankfull stage was compared with the
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depths estimated from hydraulic geometry (step 8). The general methodology

was

similar to those used by Jackson and Van Haveren (1984), Rosgen (1996), and USDA
Soi I Conservation

Service ( 1977). The largest particle size transported

Green water River during bankfull flow was determined

using the Rosgen ( 1996) method,

and by measuring the particle sizes deposited on top of scour chains.
were located at a riffle in the reference reach downstream

by the

The scour chains

from the project (Figure 5).

Seven scour chains were placed along a single cross section and the largest particle
deposited on top each chain was measured annually during summer low flow. The
largest particle deposited on the chains during a 2-year flood in 2000 was 140 mm. A
140 mm particle corresponds

with the dM of the bed surface material (Figure I 0), or the

particle size for which 64 percent of all bed material is finer. Using the Rosgen ( 1996)
method, the largest particle located on the lower 1/3 of the point bar and half way below
bankfull stage was 205 mm, or the d 8 ,1 of the bed surface material.
surface material was selected as an intermediate

The d 7-1 of the bed

value between these measurements.

For

design purposes, the d 7-1 of the bed surface is estimated to be the largest particle size
delivered to the project reach during bankfull flow. In the project area, the d 7-1 is 150 mm
in the upper reach and 167 mm in the lower reach (Figure lO).
Shear stress calculations

were used to estimate the mean channel depth required to

move the largest particle supplied to the project during bankfull flow. The shear stress
required to initiate movement of a bed particle is given by the Shields equation (Shields
1936):
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-c, Critical shear stress (N/m 2 )
8,
d
P,
p

Dimensionless critical shear stress
Particle diameter (m)
1
Density of sediment (kg/m· )
3
Density of water (kg/m )

The constant 8, is a function of the shape and arrangement
can vary by an order of magnitude
This can cause uncertainty

of the stream bed particles and

in natural channels (Andrews

in a stability evaluation,

1983, Gordon 1992).

because critical shear stress is

sensitive to the value of 8,. For the Green water River, a site specific value of the
dimensionless

critical shear stress was calculated

using the equation developed

Andrews ( 1983), and samples of the surface and subsurface

by

bed:

8,

Dimensionless critical shear stress
d 50 Median diameter of surface particles = 110 mm
d' 50 Median diameter of subsurface particles= 42 mm

e = .036
C

Using the site specific value of 8, in the Shields equation,

the critical shear stress required

to move the largest particles (d 74 ) is:
Upper reach:

Lower reach:

'Cc=

'C,

(.036)(9.807)(.150)(2650-1000)

=

87.4 N/m

=

(.036)(9.807)(.167)(2650-1000)

2

= 97.3 N/n,2
The average shear stress exerted on the stream bed of the design channel is:
where

'Chr

p
g
R
S

2

Shear stress at bankfull (N/m )
1
Density of water (kg/m )
Acceleration due to gravity
Hydraulic radius - mean channel depth (m)
Energy slope (from fig. 6, S = .013)
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If shear stress of the designed channel (thr) is set equal to the critical stress (-c), the
channel depth required to move the largest particle is estimated by solving for R:
R=

"Cht/pg

s

where

"Ct,t= "C,

Upper reach:

R = (87.4) / (1000)(9.807)(.013)
= .686 m or 2.3 ft.

Lower reach:

R = (97.3) / (1000)(9.807)(.013)
= .763 m or 2.5 ft.

The mean channel depths determined

from the shear stress calculation are very close to

the depths predicted by hydraulic geometry (2.3 ft. in the upper reach and 2.4 ft. in the
lower reach).
The final dimensions of the riffle cross sections were adjusted so that channel
capacity equals the bankfull discharge determined
calculated using the XSPRO computer program.
calculated using Jarrett (1984).

in step 4. Bankfull capacity was
Manning's

roughness coefficient was

Because channel slope and mean depth have already

been specified, only the channel width and cross section area could be adjusted in this
step. To attain the correct channel capacity, a more narrow channel width than predicted
by hydraulic geometry was necessary (Table 4). The final design width for the upper
channel is 5 ft. less than predicted by hydraulic geometry and 9 ft. less than predicted in
the lower channel.

The cross-sectional

dimensions of the large pools and the low flow

channel at riffles were designed using the ratios from references reaches and the literature
(Table 2). The small pools are similar to "glides" and have dimensions
between the riffles and large pools.

intermediate
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Table 4. Cross section dimensions
Upper
Width (ft.)
Mean Depth (ft.)
Max. Depth (ft.)
Baseflow Depth (ft.)
1
Area (ft. )
Channel Slope
Manning's n
Bankfull Q (ft. 3/sec.)

72

2.3
3.3
.9
168
.013
.065
760

for the restored channel.

Riffles
Lower

74
2.5
3.6
.9
186
.013
.065
896

Large Pools
Lower

~

59
3.7
7.4

62
4.0
8.0

219
.013

246
.013

Small Pools
Lower

~

70
2.4
4.7

72

1.3

1.3

165
.013

183
.013

2.6
5.1

Typical cross sections (Figures 20 and 21) were developed from the data in Tables
2 and 4. The cross sections approximate

the topography of the reference channel yet are

simple enough to construct with an excavator or dozer.

All pools and riffles along the

length of the new channel are assigned a typical cross section (Table 5 ). Cross sections
A, E, F, and J are located at pools, C and H are located at riffles, and B, D, G, and I are
transitions between pools and riffles. Stations between designated cross sections are
"blended"

into the next typical. The bankfull elevation at any station along the new

channel alignment (Figure 15) can be determined

from the slope regression equation

(Figure 16). The elevation of any point along a cross section can be determined

by

adding the channel depth to the bankfull elevation (Figures 20 and 21 ).

STEP 10. COMPUTE

RrFFLE SPACING AND ADD DETAIL TO DESIGN.

In low gradient, gravel-bed streams, the dominant bed topography tends to be a
series of pools and riffles (Montgomery

and Buffington

1997, Rosgen 1996). Restoring

the pool riffle sequence is important because ponding of water behind the riffles
increases flow resistance and is a form of bed roughness that controls channel stability
(Bathurst

1993). The spacing of pools and riffles can maintain dynamic equilibrium

by
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Table 5. Cross section stationing. See Figures 20 and 21 for
typical cross sections, and Figure 15 for stationing.
Upper Cross sections
A
B
C

D
E

Feature

Stations

Large Pool (left)
Small Pool (left)
Riffle

2660, 3565
2870, 3745
2775, 2900, 3155, 3340,
3615, 3775,4080,4215
Small Pool ((right)
3310,4185
Large Pool (right)
3095, 3975

Lower Cross sections

Feature

F
G

Large Pool (left)
Small Pool (left)
Riffle
Small Pool (right)
Large Pool (right)

H
J

Stations
4680
4410
4440,4740,4895
4870
5050

modifying the rate and distribution of energy loss at the reach scale (Knighton 1996).
Undulations of the stream bed can be a major determinant of the water surface slope at
bankfull stage (Prestegaard

1983).

The design profile for the Greenwater River (Figure 22) was developed by locating
pools where the channel pattern and wood loading is expected to scour the bed.
Montgomery ( 1995, 1997) makes a distinction between channels with a free-formed
pool-riffle morphology,

and a forced pool-riffle morphology.

In free-formed pool-riffle

streams, pools are formed by flow convergence and scour along the outside of meander
bends. In forced pool-riffle streams, large woody debris can force local scour that forms
pools and increases pool frequency.
pool-riffle morphology

In the design for the Greenwater River, a forced

overlays a free-formed morphology where pools are free-formed

along meander bends and scoured by debris elsewhere.

The largest pools in the design
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profile were located along the outside of meander bends where free-formed

pools are

deepened by log jams and bedrock outcrops (Table 5 and Figure 15). Smaller pools were
located in between bends and coincide with the location of woody debris.

Riffles were

located in between pools, at meander inflection points, or wherever the thalweg crosses
from one side of the channel to the other.
The spacing of pools and riffles was designed from empirical relations of pool
spacing to channel width.

Pool spacing in free formed, gravel-bed streams is commonly

spaced at 5 to 7 channel widths (Leopold 1964, Keller and Melhorn 1978). Forested
streams with large amounts of woody debris have pool spacing between 2 to 4 channel
widths (Keller et al. 1986, Montgomery

1995, and Beechie 1997). In the Greenwater

River, the large pools along the outside of meander bends were designed with a spacing
of about 6 channel widths per pool while the overall pool spacing is about 2 to 4 channel
widths per pool.
Pool depths were designed from the relationships

of maximum pool depth to mean

depth developed by Apmann ( 1972), and from reference reaches in the Chilliwack and
Greenwater

Rivers (Table 2). Maximum pool depths range between 3.3 ft. and 8.0 ft.,

and are within the natural range of variability found in the references.

Riffle slopes were

designed from relations of riffle slope to bankfull slope (Table 2). The design has a
slightly steeper riffle slope (0.029) than the Greenwater
the natural range of the Chilliwack
accommodate

reference (0.022), but is within

River. A steeper slope was required in order

the pool spacing, and to fit between the bottom of the pool and the top of

the riffle crest (Figure 22).
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STEP 11.

DETERMINE THE AMOUNT, SIZE, LOCATION,
LARGE WOODY DEBRIS.

AND POSITION OF

Restoration designs in forested streams need to consider large woody debris,
because of its strong influence on channel form and stability.
problem is determining

how to configure the debris in the channel so that the natural

function and physical characteristics
Greenwater

The primary design

are reestablished.

The approach taken for the

River project is to mimic the amount, size, location, and position of large

wood in undisturbed streams.
The amount of wood in the restored channel was determined
reference reaches, and from government

requirements

from surveys of

relating stream size to the amount

of in-stream wood (Table 2). The State of Washington defines "good" fish habitat as
having>

0.5 pieces(>

32 in. diameter) per channel width, and> 2 pieces(>

diameter) per channel width (Washington

4 in.

DOE 1995). The U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service and National Marine Fisheries Service considers any project that does not leave
at least 80 pieces per mi. (> 24 in. diameter) to have an adverse impact on chinook
salmon and bull trout habitat (USFWS 1998, NMFS 1996). To meet these requirements,
90 debris pieces with diameters>
channel.

24 in. and lengths>

72 ft. will be placed in the main

Wood frequency is> 1.1 pieces per channel width and exceeds the

requirements
watersheds.

of the National Marine Fisheries Service for properly functioning
About 60 additional pieces will be placed in overflow channels or buried in

the banks.
The length and orientation of the logs used in the project are designed according to
the dimensions of stable wood found in natural channels (Lienkaemper

and Swanson
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1987, Bilby 1984, and Hildebrand

1998; Bilby and Ward, 1989). All the wood used in

the main channel is longer than the bankfull channel width of 72 ft., and most pieces are
over 110 ft. long, or I I /2 times the bankfull width.
the banks or placed in the overnow channels.

Shorter log lengths may be buried in

All logs placed in the main channel will

have root wads attached to act as anchors and to limit their mobility.

Logs may be

anchored on the stream bank by part of their mass. Boulders may be used at selected
locations to help anchor the logs but rebar and cable will not be used. The orientation

of

the logs is at a slight angle to the now with the rootwad pointing upstream.
The majority of the wood placed in the restored channel is located in jams along
the outside edge of meander bends (Figure 15). Large woody debris jams have been
identified as important

in stabilizing the channel pattern (Keller et al. 1986, Lisle 1986).

Old growth trees and jams along the outside of river bends denect stream now and tighten
the radius of curvature

in the meander.

By armoring the stream bank, they reduce bank

erosion and the meander migration rate of the channel.

The debris in the project design

is arranged into meander jams similar to those described by Abbe and Montgomery
(1996).

The configuration

of logs was designed using jams in the Chilliwack

River as a

template.
Individual jams will be anchored around two or more key pieces that have
diameters up to 48 in., and root wads over 15 ft. in diameter (Figure 23). Jam spacing
coincides with the location and frequency of pools along the channel profile (Figure 22).
Wood debris will be placed in a configuration

that helps to scour and maintain the pools.

A.

<

Flow

Stream Bank

B.

Figure 23. Log jam plan view. 8: Log jam profile.
0-

-...J
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STEP 12.

EVALUATE
PRESCRIBE

The maintenance

THE CONDITION
TREATMENTS.

AND

of in-stream wood loading requires recruitment of trees from the

riparian forest during floods and windstorms.
reflects the structure, composition,
Swanson

OF RIPARIAN VEGETATION

The amount of debris in the channel

and history of the adjacent forest (Lienkaemper

1987). The long term sustainability

and

of a channel design may depend on the

ability of the riparian forest to produce large trees and deliver them to the channel.

In

areas where riparian vegetation has been altered, restoration efforts may need to focus on
silvicultural

treatments to reestablish a future supply of wood.

The ability of riparian forests to recruit large wood into the Greenwater
been severely altered by past forest management.

River has

All of the riparian forest in the project

area was clearcut in the 1960s and early 1970s (Figure 4b). Immediately

following

timber harvest all of the clearcut area was replanted in Douglas fir. Currently, the
plantations have stands of Douglas fir and western red cedar with diameters over 12 in.
These stands are just beginning to contribute wood into the river, but they do not provide
the large key pieces required to anchor debris jams and stabilize the river. Most of the
terrace and conifer plantations between stations 2350 ft. and 4450 ft. have been removed
by erosion (Figure 15). Red alder with diameters of about 6 in. dominate the vegetation
in these stands.

Some of the alder stands have been colonized by the surrounding

and have an under story of Douglas fir and western red cedar.
understory and consist of pure stands of alder.

forest

Other areas have no

Because alders do not provide the large

diameter trees required for key pieces, these stands will not function as a source of in
stream wood for many years.
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No

Restoration of riparian vegetation will target the areas dominated by red alder.
silvicultural

treatments are prescribed in the conifer plantations, because the species

composition

and stocking is adequate to provide a future source of large wood.

riparian areas with pure stands of alder, silvicultural
conifer component

to the understory.

Approximately

In

treatments will focus on restoring a
10 acres will be interplanted with

western red cedar (thuja plicata) and Douglas fir (pseudotsuga menziesii).

These species

were selected, because they are the primary early seral species and have been observed
growing under the alder canopy.

In areas that already have a conifer understory, up to

five alder trees per acre will be girdled to open up the canopy and increase the available
sunlight.

Girdled trees will also create snag habitat for terrestrial species.

Other locations targeted for planting include disturbed areas along the stream bank.
Most of the realignment will have dense alders along both banks, but approximately
ft. of the new channel will have raw banks with no vegetation.
revegetation
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The objective of

in these areas is to provide channel roughness and bank cohesion during

over bank flows. To stabilize areas where the banks are composed entirely of fill, root
wads will be buried in the banks and supported with boulders (Figure 23). All topsoil
excavated from the channel will be stockpiled and placed on filled areas. Where
possible, vegetation cleared from the channel will be transplanted
seedlings, along with cottonwood

onto the banks. Alder

and willow cuttings will be planted along the bare

banks to promote quick establishment

of a deep root mass. Cull logs will be placed on

the floodplain to provide nurse logs for colonization

by other riparian species.

prevent surface erosion, all bare areas will be seeded with native grasses.

To
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DISCUSSION
The natural channel design concept used to restore the Greenwater

River mimics

the channel form that would develop naturally if the reach were not channelized.

The

approach attempts to follow the advice of Leopold ( 1977) and Heede ( 1986) that
restoration should be designed to work with the natural adjustment processes of the river.
By assessing the trends in channel forming processes at the watershed scale (sediment
and water supply), and linking them to the processes operating at the reach scale
(evolution of the straightened
future channel adjustment

channel and reference reaches), the general direction of

is predicted.

The restoration is designed to reflect the

anticipated adjustment and stability of the river.
The Greenwater River project illustrates how reference reaches can be used to
identify the potential form of a channelized

reach. Reference reaches are often the only

source available to predict how channel dimensions will adjust to changing watershed
conditions.

Generalized

relationships

between channel dimensions

stream flows have been developed (Schumm

and sediment yield or

1969), but they are inadequate for use in

channel design. The exact channel dimensions cannot be predicted deterministically,
because they are dependent variables that adjust in many different combinations
different time scales (Maddock

1970). The advantage of using reference reaches is that

the dependent variables of the river's pattern, cross section dimensions,
integrated with the independent

and at

and profile are

variables of stream flow, sediment load, bank material,

and valley slope. If they are located on the same river, reference reaches can represent
the potential form of the channelized

reach because they are adjusting to the same

sediment and stream flow. Reference reaches are used as a basis for restoration only if
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watershed assessment shows that they have adjusted to the current sediment and flow
regimes, or if they are on a recovering trend.
channel was determined

Because the bankfull flow of the design

from a reference reach with an active stream gauge, the channel

width reflects any changes in the water supply due to land use. Similarly, the mean
channel depth is designed to entrain the streambed
current watershed conditions.

particle size produced under the

The channel pattern also reflects the current watershed

condition because the adjusted bankfull width was used in the relations for meander
dimensions.
In the Greenwater

River, the natural channel design concept described by Brookes

and Shields ( 1996) is extended to include large woody debris.
geomorphic

The design integrates the

form of the stream channel with the woody debris characteristics

channel form and aquatic habitat.
did not mimic the characteristics

that control

Past restoration efforts may have failed, because they
of naturally stable wood. Typical channel designs have

used short log lengths that are unstable and require artificial means of anchoring such as
cable and rebar. The natural channel design concept defines woody debris by the
amount, size, location, and position of individual pieces and jams.
characteristics

on channel stability is well documented

moving woody debris of the appropriate
success of the channel design.
following implementation.

The influence of these

in the literature.

Acquiring and

size may be very difficult, but is critical to the

Some loss of in-stream wood is expected in the years

Additional

log placement may be required to maintain wood

loading until the riparian stands become mature enough to provide a supply of large trees
to the river.
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The techniques

used to design the new channel in the Greenwater

difficult to apply in other watersheds

where less data are available.

The Greenwater

River may be a rare case where several decades of pre-disturbance
gauge records are available.

In watersheds

may require several years of data collection
Greenwater

air photos and stream

with less data, analysis of channel adjustment
prior to developing

a channel design.

River, channel cross sections and bed material were measured

including data collected
extremely

River may be

before and after a major flood.

valuable tool in identifying

the evolutionary

In the

for five years

The channel surveys were an
stage of the project and reference

reaches.
The last remaining

step to complete

monitoring

plan.

Both implementation

addressed.

The objectives

the project design is the development

and project effectiveness

of a future monitoring

monitoring

of a

should be

plan might include the following

questions:
I.

Was the project constructed

2.

Did the project reconnect

to the specifications

in the design?

the river to the floodplain

and allow high flows to disperse

across the valley bottom?
3.

ls there a reduction

in the rate of bank erosion and channel change in the straightened

reach?
4.

Did the project improve habitat for Chinook salmon and other aquatic organisms?

5.

Did the log placements

remain stable and do they create an effective control on

channel form and aquatic habitat?
Like all in-stream restoration
experimental.

Although

projects, the channel design for the Greenwater

the design incorporates

much current knowledge,

River is

there is some
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uncertainty due to the complexity of river systems.

Existing scientific knowledge of

river processes is not adequate to predict the exact form and degree of stability that will
develop in a stream channel.
monitoring

If the project in the Greenwater River is ever implemented,

should be given a high priority for funding so that lessons can be learned and

applied to future restoration efforts.
opportunity

The Greenwater

project presents an enormous

to increase our knowledge of restoring natural stream channels.
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Figure Al. Channel cross sections surveyed in the Chilliwack River.

Table Al. Chilliwack River survey.
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Figure A2. Thalweg profile of the Chilliwack River.
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